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1. Introduction 

1.1 Recent measurements, in flight, of the thrusts of turboJet 
engines'3* have emphasised the need for a precise de?i.nition of jet-engine 
thrust, and also of the corresponding drag of the body housing the engine. 
Such definitions would be of interest to the thermodynsmicist (zho is 
concerned dth the internal performance of the engine) snd. to the 
aerodynamici& (who deals with the airflow external co the engine, in 
connection with either eircraft performance estimation or thrust measurement 
in flight). Each of these considers certain forces to be importznt, and 
it is clearly necessary t&t the various terms employed by either should 
have a precise, uwbiguous and mutually-agreed meaning. 

The pwblem of defining the thrust of a jet engine and. the drag 
of the body housing it is, of course, onl!, a special case of the general 
problem of the :low thrcugh and round ducted bodies; it is f-tdamentally 
the same therefore as the problem of defining the internal and external 
drag, say, of a piston-engine cooling system, or a ducted heat exchanger. 
In all such problems it is usually convenient to consider separately the 
internal and external flows, and the thrusts and drags associated with 
them. 'Ihe definitions of these forces must be consistent, however; 
that is, the definitions must be such that the overall longitudinal force 
on the body is given by the difference bekeen the total tlLwst and the 
total crag. As the manner in which the longitudinal force can be divided 
into thrust and drag is to some extent arbitrary, it is not surprising 
that different definitions have been used in different contexts. 

1.2 Attempts to resolve this problem were made independently by 
Jakobssod and in an unpublished paper by T!arren, \Tho considered what 
concepts were important and suggested a number of names and precise 
definitions for the various terrils involved. Warren's paper was discussed 
at a meeting of the Performance Sub-Comnittee of the Aeronautical Research 
Council in Jnnww 1953, when it was agreed that the subject required 
further consideration. At the Sub-Committee's request, the Comcil 
allowd a temporary Panel to be set up to consider the problem of defining 
thrust and drag, and also the related problem of the definitions to be 
use& ,n the description and analysis of the drag of an aircraft. The 
Panel, which met first on 1st May, 1553, ws composed of the following 
members, who were nominated. either by the Performance or by the Engine 
Aerodynamics Sub-Committees. 

Nominstd by the Perfonnnnce Sub-Cornmittcc 

Frof. W. A. Mair Ca7brdge University), Chairman 
Hr. D. 5'. Bottle t A.& A.&E.) 
Dr. R. C. Parkhurst (N.P.L.) 
Mr. T. V. Somerville (R.A.E.) 
Mr. C. 0. Vernon (S.B.A.C.) 
Mr. C. H. E. ilarren R.A.E. 

t j Mr. E. W. E. Rogers N.P.L. , Secretary. 

Nominated bv the Engine Aerocl&os Sub-Comnittee 

Mr. S. Gray ( 
7 

R(a) M.O.S.) 
Mr. H. Pearson i:B.A.C.) 
Dr. J. Seddon (R.A.E.) 

Mr. A. R. Howell (N.G.T.E.) attended some of the meeti%@. 
The present Report deals with the melts investigation of the 

problem of &fining jet engine thmsts and concepts related to this; a 
Report dealing with the analysis of drag dll be issued separately. 
The present investigation is limited to the case where the thnd acts 
in the direction of the undisturbed streml (i.e., along the line of 
flight), the jet exit plane being normalto this direction. The more 

complicated/ 
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complicnted cnses of an u-dined thmst <oxis, an oblique jet exit plant*, 
or a jet exit pleneupstream of the engine co-i{ling exit with internal 
mixing between cooling and jet flows have been borne ~1 mind throughout 
the Panel's discussions, but it was felt that it would be better to defer 
consideration of these ilore oomplicnted problems until agreement had. been 
reached for the simpler czse. 

I.3 In the course of the Panel's investigation it became olcar that 
it might be convenient to introduce names for ccrtnin quatities having 
the dimensions of pressure, The Panel found, when reviewing these 
quantities, tha.t eoms of the definitions relating to pressure, r?e laid 
d.o~m in the British Standad Glossary of Aeronautical Term&, mere wholly 
unacceptable for compressible flow. The Panel would hnve liked to have 
suggested more suitable definitions, but wao unable to agree on the names 
for certain quantities, or even on the need for names in certain oases**. 

2. 'The Problem 

2.1 The resultant force on a stationary ducted body ir a steady stream 
of infir,:'tc extent can be obtained. by considering the change cf momcntwz of 
the fluia contained within an arbitrary surface completely surrounding the 
body. It is desirable, however, to divide the resultant. foroe into internal 
"thrust" aa8 external "drag" forces, the general case being considereCl as 
one in which the internal flop contributes a thrust rcther than z drag, in 
view of the importance of jot engines, The results cbtnined ~511, of 
course, be imwdiately ,zpplic&ble to the related problem of internal drag, 
siriply by interpreting thrud as negat.tlve drag. Gne could define the 
internal thrust &aXl cxternd drag as the sums of the components in the 
appropriate Clirections of the aerodynamic forces on the intern?1 <and 
external surface; of the body, assuming that these surfaces could be 
precisely defined. Such an analysis, though quite valid, would be of 
interest mainly to the structural norkcr, who is concerned I-iith the 
forces on the various parts of the body itself. It would be of less 
value, as will be sccn later, to the acrodynnnicist rind thennodynaticist, 
who arc concerned mninly with the fluid and the changes in its state, and 
who require definitions of the forces in terme of the rate of tige of 
momentum of the fluid that flows through the holly (internal flow) and of 
the fluid that flows round it (extcrnd flow). 

2.2 In considering changes of momentum in the fluid flovdng past a 
ductod. body it has somettiz?s not been de-r whether the relevant static 
pressures should be measured absolutely or relative to some datum 
pressure. l?or a closed (wductsd) body this difficulty does not arise, 
since I& subtraotlon of a datum pressure is equivalent to integrating 
a co?dant pressure over a closed surface and does not contribute to the 
ovwall force. But in considering & of the surface and of the flow, 
zs is done Cth ducted bodies, the derived forces depend on the datum 
pressure used. For n body at rest relative to the surrounding fluid the 
undisturbed fluid prossure acts on all surfaces, and the resultant force 
is zero, Vhen there is relative motion between the fluid 2nd. the body 
this equilibrium is disturbed ana the surface forces which are of 
significance ere those due to the changes in sur&ze pressure arising 
from the motion. Thus in the iierivation of these forces all pressures 
must be referred. to the undisturbed static pressure a.3 a datum. This 
practice is adopted in the present Report. 

2.3/ 

.* If the nozzle is not square-cut and. there is still some convergence 
in the final part of the nozzle it is clear that some deflection of the 
issuing jet from the free-stream direction will occur, entailing certain 
fundamental difficulties. Even if there is no convergence, some 
deflection will probc?oly occur when the je:. is chokecl. 

** In any wsc, a revision of the names for various concepts relating 
to pressure is outside the terns of reference of the Panel, and is 
doubtless CL matter for a more wisely representative body thnr, one set 
up primarily to consider the definitions of thrust and drag. 
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2.3 The question of the division of the resultant force into 
internal "thrust" and external "drag" components, resolves into a choice 
of the upstream and downstream stations between which tHe momentum 
relations are applied. 

If the reference stations are taken at the entry and exit, 
the calculated valw>.of these components will in general vary with sny 
change in entry or ezut area, though there would not necessarily be any 
change in the overall flow pattern. Thus if the thrust :iere defined in 
this way, the engine manufacturer would not be able to express the 
perf'omnoe of his engine by a compact series of curves, applicable to 
all installations. i%reover, he would not be able to measure the 
thrust dthout traversing the flow at both the entry ana exit stations. 
There v~ould also, be difficulty in defining the location of the entry 
station precisely. The use of the entry and exit stations is therefore 
particularly un3uitablc for the definition of thrust, and some more 
generally applicable definition is required. 

If a new reference station is considered, upstream of the 
entry station, then the calculated force assooiated with the internal 
flow will differ from that actually excrtcd on the internal surfaces of 
the body. It is shwn in Appendix II that this difference is equal to 
the longitudinal component of the pressure forces acting o~the 
boundaries of the "pre-entry streamtube" (F5.g.l). A corresponding 
treatment of the external flow would yield a force dir'fering from that 
actually exerted on the external surfaces by an equal and opposite 
anount . Physically it can be said that the flow in the pre-entry 
strcsdube, induced by the engine, influences the external flow and 
thereby the pressure distribution on the external surfaces. Thus a 
force, equal in magnitude to the longitudinal component of the pressure 
forces on tne boundaries of the pre-entry streamtube, is rightly 
attributed to the engine thrust, though usually acting on the external 
surfaces. This is in fact the basis on which engine thrusts have 
usually been derived in,thc past. Treating the external forct=s as 
positive in the drag sense, then a corresponding external Gag is 
obtaLne6 which is equal to the force actually exerted on the external 
surfaces (as would be derived from the actual pressure distribution) 
increased by a quantity whioh has sometimes been referred ta as the 
"pre-entry drag". 

A sirmlar argument can be applied to the flow downstream of 
the exit station by introducing the concept of a “post-exit strearntube" 
separating the internal and external flows. It is concluded that the 
l'wda.mental definition of the tlmd, of a jet engine should be framed in * 
tern or the stations at infinity upstream and infinity downstream. 

2.4 Consideration of the pre-entry flow presents no difficulties, 
but there is in fact no physical post-exit stresmtube, the flow 
downstrem of the exit being complicated by the transfer of momentum 
and energy betwoenthe internal and. external flows in the w&e of the 
body. It has been customary in the Fast to assume that the local 
static pressure in tne external flow m the region of the jet exit is 
equal to the'undisturbed static pressure. In general, these pressures 
are not equal and it is necessary to take account of this in frm 
definitions of thrust. Moreover, the pressure of the internal fluid 
at the exit station may differ from that in the adjaoent external fluid, 
and shock waves may be present in either the internal or extend flws, 
or both. A major problem is, therefore, to devise practical 
definitions of thrust which take account of the complex flow conditions 
downstream of the exit, and which enable the thrust to be determined 
from practicable measurements. This is considered in the follodng 
Sections. 

Some cautionary remarks about central bodies and side intakes 
a-e given in Appendix IV. 

3./ 
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3. The Thrust and Related. Quantities 

3.1 The thrust obtained as a result of choosing rcferencc stations 
at infinity both upstream and d0wnstrea.n of the body, and by assuming the 
existence of an effective post-exit strcdube, is given by the cquntion 
(derived in Appendix II) 

@ = 
.I hv%%v - P,g A, 9 . ..(3.1) 

where A is the area of the station (normal to the free-stream direction), 
p is the density of the fluid, and V is the local velocity, parallel to 
the free strearl at both stations. Suffix w refers to the station at 
infinity downstzean (where the static pressure 1s uniform and equal to chat 
of the undisturbed stream), suffix c-3 rders to conclitions at infinity 
upstrew, and tat intcgzation is trade over the m?.ss of flud fla,T& through 
the bcdy. 

The thrust given by equation (5.1) my be divided into three 
conponents : 

0 = Q pre + 'int + @post 9 . ..(3.2) 

where 0 and 0 
associat % ??with the 

post are the pm-entry and post-exit thrusts, 
pressure exerted by the intern31 flow upon the 

external flow ahed of and behind the body, sd @tit is the intrinsic 
thrust 8, associated with the force on the internal surfaces of the body. 

The coqonents of 0 my be w-ritten as 

0 pre = rPiT.rfCOSa~i + Pi - 
J 

I 
pJ'tzi - Pmvz &3bo, 

\ 

0 int = 1 
(PeVae~osa~, + Pe - P&&U, - 

J 
(PiV;COSaQi + Pi - &)&ii, . ..(3.4) 

@post =~P.&LQ -~(Pev:cos"t, + P, - P&A,, . ..(3.5) 

where suffices i and e deno'e ;hc intnkc and exit stations 
. respectively, and. Q is the local inclination of a stredine to the 

free-stre;u;l direction. 

The term 

p V=A caca w 

in equation (3.3) is the "ram drag"*i'; by continuity this is equal to 
mlv, 9 where mi is the internal rate of mass-flow at the duct entry. 

, The/ 
----------------------------~---------------------------------------- .a ,-.- . I 

* The tern I~~~~.~i~gic_thrus~;-i;~~p~ef~~eJ. to..'?int_crn$ thrust" 
because th&ug$$t th@ R~p~~~~~~e~~~lj~,~~,!~~~~~~~t~‘the fl&i 
that flolys. thr~~~~~~oa~~:~~.lh_ic~,er?braces the, @&l .&e&of an& 
behind the .bod.y .as~wel;l~.as th$zzact&@$~:~t$in the ,b@y.. The word 
"intrinsic" is thought to be etymologiwlly suitable in this context. 

** The term %am drag" is due to Jakobssed and is to be preferred to 
the term "intake drag", which is also used to denote the aerodynzdo 
drag of the wtud intake. Ram dmg is the same 3s the W.nk drag" 
which occurs with suction aerofoils. 
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The pre-entry thrust depend.3 on the conditions at the entry and 
in the undisturbed stream, yzhich are assumed to be known. The intrinsic 
t&t depends in addition on the condition3 at exit, which in principle 
are assumed to be measurable or calculable. It follow-us from equdion 
(3.2) that the use of 0 depends on the successful determination of the 
post-exit thrust, and thus in any practical definitions of thrust, an 
attempt must be m&e to relate the conditions at infinity downstream to 
those at the jet exit; this approach is considered in Section 4 below. 

3.2 The presence of a post-oxit thrust depend3 on the existence, in 
the region surrounding the jet oxit, of pressures differing from that of 
the undisturbed stream, and the value of the post-wit thrust de-ponds on 
the magnitudes of these pressures and the subscqucnt behaviour of the 
combined intern11 and external flows. Hence any assessment of the 
post-exit thrust must rely on a measured cz assumed distribution of 
preosure in the rogion surrounding the jet at exit. (The presence of * 
post-exit thrust implies that the internal flow from the exit affects 
the pressure distribution on tho external s~u-faccs.) 

3.3 Some consideration must also be given to the condition3 of the 
issuing jet at oxit. Ffhen measurcncnts are made at this position in 
flight or on a to&-bed, the magnitude and direction of the result,wt. 
velocity must be found, at all points of the cross-section, in order to 
obtain the velocity component Vecos$ . The engine manufacturer, in 
preparing brochures from which estimates can subsequently be mad3 of the 
engine thrunt in given conditions, cnvisnges a somewhat idealised picture 
of the jet flow at the exit and a3sumes that the gas velocity is entirely 
in the direction of the undisturbed stream. Rn 'effective' exit are3 
Af (at so.??c station f) is then quoted by zho manufacturer, which differs 
from the real exit .srca A,, to compensate for this simplification. 
These two viewpoints will be borne in mind when deriving expressions for 
thrust to be used in practice. A further &iscussion of the relation 
between quantities at. stations o pad f is given in Appendix III. 

4. Fractical Definitions of Thrust* 

4.1 The Stand-a-d Thrunt.- If the post-exit thrust can be neglected, 
the thrust is given by the sum of the pre-entry and intrinsic thrusts. 
This 1s cnlled the e-standard tkust and is the thrust normally 
spccifled in cnginc brochures. In term3 of the conditions at the duct 
exit station the nat standard thrust is &fined by 

0 sn = 1 
(pev&32~c + Pe - P,) aAe - mivw. . ..(4.1) 

When sn effective area is given (at station f), the net standard thrust 
is 

El,, = 1 (Pf v; + Pf - p&J a,-miV,. . ..(l...2) 

In the lstter eqwtion, c03”$ does not appear because at station f 
the flow is assumed to be in the direction of the un&isturbed stream. 
The omission of the second tern (the ram drag) in either of the above 
equations gives the gross standard thrust P,,) * 

4.2 The Jones Thrust.- If the jet is subsonic at exit, and 
exhausts into a region where the pressure differs from Pw, the 
simplest assumption that can be made for calculating the post-exit 
thrust 1s that there is no transfer of momentum or energy, during 

the/ 
__________________-_-------------------------------------------------- 

*See Appendix II for a mOre detailed development of the equation3 
givon in this Section. 
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Alternatively, in terms of conditions at the idealised fLoir 
station P, this can be TAtten 

It is recommended that the thrust @m be called the 
net Pearson thrust, after the member of the Panel who derived the 
equations; the press Pear-on thrust EJpg results from the exclusion 
of the ram-drag component n%Vw. 

5. -ison of the Three Practical Definitions of Thrust 

If the jet disch~gcs into a region <{here the stafic pressure 
q, is equal to the undisturbed pressure Po3, the post-exit thrust is 
zero ani the stands&i thrust is aypropriatc for all exit velocities and 
pressures; the Pearson and standard thrusts are then identical. Tho 
former may tncrcf'orc be regarded as a gencralization of the stzn&rd 
thrust, to be used when the jet exhausts into a region whose local static 
pressure differs from that of the free strcom. 

men % is Rot equal to Pc3, thcrc my be a post-exit thrust. 
l?or a subsonic jet, there c?n be no d.iffercncc of pressure across the 
boundary between the internal and external flo~ls at the exit, ad if the 
flow inclination at the exit is emall, so that COS@~&, the Pearson and 
Jones thrusts arc then equal. Hence the Pearson thrust can be regsX&d 
as a gcncralization of tha Jones thmt to tho case where a difference 
of stdio pressure exists bctTwcn the internal and cxtcrnal flow at exit;, 
as in the case of a choked or supersonic jet. 

Finally, a comparison may be made of the Jones and. stdrd. 
thrusts. For this purpose the flori inclination at cxit $e \-till again 
be assmcd to be smdl, so that cos@ = 1. 
equation 0.3) in powers of (Pe - 

Eixpanding the p"ldical in 
Pd/poVE then gives" 

Tzhereas, with the same assumption that cos$o = 1, 

Thus (if #e is smsll) the standard thrust is equal to the 
first t.io terms only of the expanded foda for the Jones thrust. 
The difference between the tv:o thrusts is cf cowse equal to the 
post-exit thrust, and is shown in Fig. 2. 

The/ 

* The subsequent equdions could equally Tyellbe written in tcw of 
coditions at station f. 
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The con&ition of zero momentum or energy trasfer in tine 
post-exit flew, assumed in aeritiag the Jones thrust, ~,~ill not be 
obtained in practice, though with a subsonic jet the errors involved 
are unlikely to bo large. In cmtain casts, however, the use of the 
Jones thrust is clearly @row. For example, when the total pressure 
of the jet at exit is less than the static pressure of the undisturbed 
stream, the fluid flowing through the bocly cal~loi; attain the pressure 
of the undisturbed stream again unless there is some transfer of 
momentum or energy*. Alternatively, if the velocity zt exit is soilic 
or supersonic, there can b e a difference of static pressure et exl'i; 
between the .internal and external flow.. Eth an ideal fluirl and no 
dxlng, the X&CC could exhibit a periodic flol-r pattern extcrding to 
infinity and there would be no station at which the internal a'tatic 
pressure was at once uniform and equal to that of the undz.stuzbcd stream. 

The latter case, which is the more important in thrust problems, 
can be dealt mlth by usm@thePenrson thrust. 
awiving equations (4.5(nP an3. (b)) 

The assumptions made in 
probably represent the best simple 

model of the flow that it is possible to obtain, though this moc?.?l wy 
not al~!ays correspod with reality. If, after the initl?l. non-?.sa&,mpic 
process, there is substantid. mxicills of tha intwwal Can& o;c~erral flows 
before the Jet has reached the pressure I&,? the actual thrust ol&Gned 
will be affected ancl the assumption made by Pearsen -&lated. Tn 
addition the external flow itself pay not be iscniropic; for oxa.r~plo 
shock waves may be present. Moreover the Pearson thrust depends cn the 
value of pb; in practice this is udikely to be uniform and soms mean 
pressure must be used in the calculatlow. It is felt, howcvor, that 
points such as these do not seriously affect the usefulness of the flow 
model and resultily: thrust given by PeErson. 

In problom,ri of internal drag similar concepts -to the three 
types of thrust given In Section II. 220 required. It is therefore 
reo~nnnended that ths quantities &find. by the nogddvo of the tlree 
types of net thrust shodi be called the standard idcternal &c&, the 
Jonw intoz>m ad the Parson internal m, if such qua_ntities 
are required. The adjcctiv~& is unfleoessnry bcczuse the conoep,:, 
of grosc iniie~ml drag has no signi%canco. Some formul~c for mntewd 
dxig 31'0 given in A~pctiix V. 

The ovonll l~ngitudiad force on a ~~ocllo hoksizg ZLX engine, 
trentcd nx a whole, is felt to be >vor'&y of n nzwo and it 1s suggested 
that th-ia be called the Emolsive thrust, as it is Al-10 thrust available 
f,sr propelling the rest of -thZZZZ~~ 

7. Coilchdin~ Rerwzks Cud Rcco~~enda~ 

The foregoing investigdion has sholm that the thrust cLa be 
divided into pm-entry thrust, intrinsic thrust and past-exit thrust. 
In the absonco of the last component, the stnndard thrust is obtaird. 
Tvo idealized rw?~ols of the flow da.oimstream from the exit irere put 
fonarcl an? ennhled nn estirnzte to be made of the post-exit thrust in 
r;ertdn cases. This led to the concepts of Jones thrust old Pearson 
thrust, which c&an bc used to assess the nmoun'~ of overn~l longitudinal 
force that it is fair to dctribute to the iniernnl f1c-I. The flow 
models ore not claind to be exact representations of the actual flai 
but it in felt that they are suff.%icntly realistic to bc worth nerious 
cossldercition. At this sta&s it is not possible to cstirlate with w.y 
accuracy their possible usefulness. ?"llcre arc related internal &rag 
forces correspoding to each oi' the three types of thrust. 

The/ 

c * This type of flow ray occur for emmple in tho fly: throt@ il. 
piston-engi;lc cool-ire duct as the exit flap is opened (see also 
Apperdix V). 
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It 1s su&&ested that, of the thrusts consde?ed here, the 
Pearson thrust represents the best measure of the thrust that it is fair 
to ascmbe to a jet engine m the genera2 mse. When the internal static 
pressure at the exit station 1s equal to the local static pressure 
surrounding the jet exit (subsomc, or unchoked, jet), the Pearson thrust 
reduces to the Jones thrust, When the local static pressure surrounding 
the jet exit is equal to the undisturbed static pressure, the Pearson 
thrust reduces to the stand.aCi thrust; in this case the post-exit thrdst 
is zero and the stan&wd. thrust 1s the correct measure of the thrust. 

For ease of reference the various thrusts are collated and 
briefly defined in &pen&.x I. 
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APPENDIX1 

Defi~tlons of Some Quantities used zn thz Report 

lo Ixternd Flow.- 
ducz. - -'- 

The flow of fluid w?-iLch passes through the 

2. Ecternal F-Lcw,- --.~- The flow of fL%d which passes around the 
mtslde of the duct. 

3. Pm-en t=- Streantubc .- Ihe streamtubo, extending from ~nfknity 
ypstrea of the body to the duct entry, whose bowClaries ~eparako the 
internal and. external flows. 

1. Eq~valo?t Post;exit Btreamtxbe.- Like streamtube, extending 
from the dcct exidt to intYnity do~rnstr~~, whose bcundsxios arc ass:ined 
to separate the internal arrU exte:xnal flows in the absence of mixing. 

5. Ram Drag.- The force. acting in the downstream direction, 
which would arise if the momenti of tne internal flow at infinity ahead 
of the body were destroyed. (It is oqul to the product of the rate of 
mass fbw at the duct entry and the velocxtgr of the undisturbed relative 
airstream, ad is the effective sink drag of the air intake.) 

6. Thrust (associated with the internal flow).- The force 
correspondkg to the rate of increase of momentum, in a direction 
parallel to the undisturbed relative airstream, of the internal flow 
through the duct, thts increase being calculated between statxons at 
znfinite dxtancus upstream and downstream of the bo%. The thrust can 
be divided oonvenicn~ into three)parts, the pre-entry thrust, the 
xAxuxs;o thrust, and the post-exit thrwt. 

7. Pre-ent.rJ l!.mst.- The force, in a direction parallel to the 
und~stvrbed relativs anstream, am.s~ fron the pressure forces actin& 
on the mn5wnal surface of the pre-entry strcsmtube. 

8, Intti nFdc Em st *- The force, in a due&ion parallel to the 
und?Aurbe~~~i~~~~rem, arishg fkarn the pressure and frxMon 
forces sctmg on the internal surface of the duct. 

9. Post-exlf, !lhrust.- -- Ihe force, m. a d.Iirectlon parallel to the 
un&stwbed relnkve awstresm, arxti; from tile pressure fcrccs a&L% 
on ihe lntcrnal suvfnco of the eqtivalant post-exit strcamtubo. 

IO" ~?Jl+ra !lTtm&.- T?ne net standard thrust is the SUI? of the 
pro-entry thrust and the intrlnsio thrust. The &TOSS standard thrust 
is the arithmetic sum of the net standard. thrust and the ram drag. 

II. Jones Thrust.- The net Jones thrust is the SJZI of the pro- 
entry tkus2, the rutrmsic thrust and the post-exit thrust, the last 
being calculated by assuming that the fluid that has passcd through the 
duct 1s compressed or expanded adiabatically and isentropically dorm- 

. stroan of the,duct exit until. the tiistzrbed static pressure of tile 
rolaiave a?rstrem is att,aAncd. The gross Jones thrust is the 
ar;thmetic LX of the net Jones tbxt and the ram drag. 

12. Bx3rsofi m-ust .- The net Pearson thrust is the m.xx of the 
pre-entry 5ZGt)YGtrinsic thrust a&. the post-exit thrust. the 
last betRy cs.lcdated by assw&g that the flow dowstrem of the 
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duct exit has two stages. In the first, tine flulci is compressed or 
expanded adm3atxcally arid irreversibly until the local static pressure 
of the surrounding fluid (assumed uniform) is attained, the quantity 
(pV'cosa$ + P - pb)dA rema- constant along each streamline; the flow 
is then assumed to be pwallel to the direction of the undisturbed 
relative an-stream. In the second stage the fluid is compressed or 
elcpandob. adiabaticLiLly and isentropically until the undisturbed static 
pressure of the relative arrsfresm is a%ai.ned. The gross Pearson 
thrust is the axthmetlc sum of the ne: Pearson thnwt an3 the ram drag. 

13. Propulsive !I+@.- The overall force exerted on a nacelle 
housing an engine, in a direction parallel to the unc?isturbesod relative 
airstream; it is consxdered positive when acting 111 the upstreasn 
directxon. 

14. Standard Internal. Drag.- The negative of the net standard 
thrust. 

15. Jones Internal Drag.- Y&e negative of the cet Jones thrust. 

16. Pearson InternsJ. Drae.- The negatxvc of the net Pearson 
thrust. 

APENDIX II/ 
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APPEKDIX II 

Derivation of the Thrust and Related Quantities 

Fig. 1 represents the "interns-l." flow ahead of, through and to 
the rear of a stationary ducted boriy. Consider the control volume 
bounded by the intake and exit stations i and e (taken for convenience 
as normal to the free-stream direction) and the internal surfaces of the 
body. Momentum considerations show that the sum of the pressure and 
friction forces acting on the fluid at the boundaries is equal to the 
rate of chsnge of momentum of the fluid flo~~d.ng through the control 
volume. Resolving in the direction of the free stream gives 

1 i 
Pi~i- 

1 pe aAe + e 1 int 
(P sin$- F coq) a2 

= 1 pev&os2$, aA, - 1 piVfCOS'+i dhi ) 
e i 

where J? is the local friction force per unit area, ClS i-4 an element 
of area of the izternal surface, and 

$. 
is considered to be positive 

when the duct is diverging. (The thir integral on the left-Lnri side 
represents the force in the free-stream direction exerted. on the fluid by 
the internal surfaces of the duct.) 

Hence 
int 

(Psi@-FCOS$)dS = 
1 

e(PSV~COSa$S+pS)dAS - 
1 i 

(p~~cOsa~icpi)dAi* 

The inte ration of a constant pressure PM (the undisturbed static 
pressure 'j round the closed boundary must give zero force, 

Hence by subtraction 

The forces that are of significance are those associated with pressures 
measured. relative to the undisturbed static pressure. Thus the left-hand 
sde of the above equation gives the force in tie free-stream direction 
exerted on the flui& by the internal surfaces of the duct, measured 
positively in the downstream direction. This is clearly equal to the 
effective force in the direction of the free-stream exerted by the fluid 
on the internal surfaces,measured positively in the uostresm (thrust) 
direction, and this quantity will be defined as the "Intrinsic Thrust", 
a. 

Thus eint = 
1 0 

(peV~"02de+P&)aAe - 
1 

i (piv;cos~~i + Pi-Pw)dAi 

. ..(II.l) 

Now/ 
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Now consider the flow between stations at infinity upstream 
p) and the exit (e); in similar manner a "thrust" can be derived. 
which is given by 

i e(Pev:oOSaOe + pe - KJ~e - w(t?wv: + pm - gJqy J 
. ..(11.2) 

and is equal to the sum of the longitudinal forces on the boundaries of 
the pre-entry streamtube snd the internal surfaces. 

By subtraction, then:- 

("Thrust" given by 11.2) - cbt = axial force on pre-entry streamtube 

= 
i 

i(PiV~cOSa~i + Pi - p,) dni - 
J 

PoCv~~~. 
03 

This will be defined as the "Be-entry Thrust", ODre. 

Thus Qpre = 
i 

i(P~~~COS30i + Pi - Pa dAi - m.i &, . ..(11.3) 

since V,is constant over the whole area A, and. mi = p 03 mAwa V 

Similarly, if the flow is considered between stations at the 
exit and at infinity downstream (w), a thrust is introduced which is 
defined as the "Post-exit Thrust" and given by 

Qpost = i w pw G %y - I (PeVp&Je + Pe - P,, tie, 

. . . (11.4) 

sinoe P, = I& and $J~ = 0, though V,., is not uniform. 

Since both the prc-entry and post-exit thrusts are communicated to the 
body, the total thrust is given by 

Q = Qpre + oint + Qpost 

Pv{VGd.&-miV,* . ..(11.5) 

The net standard thrust is defined as the sum of the pre-entry 
and intrinsicthrusts and is given by 

8 sn = :' 
@,vf$0s2rpe + Pe - PO, ) aA, - mi VW, . ..(11.6) 

or a similar equation in terms of station f. 

In the Jones model of the flow down&ream from station e or f, 
the expansion or compression from the local pressure p0 to the 
pressure of the undisturbed stream PC0 at station m is adiabatic and 
isentropic, no mixing occurring between the external and internal flows. 
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The energy equation for the compressible flow of a perfect gas 
can be 1 mitten 

Ye % -++v; = 
ye TV 

--__ -. ---- -- +. 4 v;{ . . ..(11.7) 
Ye-1 PC ye-1 Pw 

Using the condition of isentropic flow, this equstion becomes 

VW = v, 

Substituting this value of V, into equation (11.5) and using the 
conc%ition of continuity, 

ejves the net Jones thrust 

i- 
2 

__--_--- 

(Ye-l )M; 

i 

i 
i' 

Y 4-j’& -CL- 

‘IL 
ye 

0 1 
1 - -- 

PO I I 
cos~edAe - mi VW * 

. ..(II.ea) 

If the stAtion f is used, +f is zero and 

QJn = , PfG / &if - lni v, . 

. ..(II.ab) 

The Pearson tie1 of the flow has for its initial stage a process 
in which the fluid flowing in%ern.dly expands or contracts adiabatically 
and zrrevcrsibly from the internal static pressure at the exit to the local 
external pressure P,,, the process being complete xt station g where the 
flow is sssumed to be parallel Co the undisturbed strenm. During this 
process, the pressure at the dividing surface betneen the internal and. 
external flows is assumed to2have, the uniform value I+&, and. for each 
streamtube the quantity (PV cos 4 + P - %) &A is assumed to remain 
constant between the exit and station g. 

The gross Pearson thrust @Pg is given by the general equation 

with conditions at station w related to those at the exit by means of 
the flow model suggested by Pearson. By continuity, 

ThUS/ 
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Thus 

"Pg = I P ev,v,,co~ ,a, * . ..(II.V) 

For the isentropic andadiabatic flow between stations g and w, the 
energy equation for a compressible fluid can be used, as in considering 
the Jones thrud, to give 

VW - ;..[L.jgL p?jq+,~ . . ..(II.lO) 

c _1 

(It is assumed that y does not change dovmstream of the exit.) Between 
stations a and g, 

P,v; sg - (pev~“oSac#ae + Pe - Pb, aA, = 0 . 

But by continuity 

p2Pg = peVeoo*eae, 

and hence 

pev&3a#l, I- Pe - % . 
v = -------------------- . 

g . ..(II.ll) 
PeVecOs& 

It remains now to eliminate Mg from equation (11.10). This 
can be dono by applying the energy equation to the adiabatic flow betiveen 
e and g, giving the following equation 

Substituting (11.11) and (11.12) in (II.10) and shnplirying the result, 
leads to the following expression for the net Fearson thrust when the 
ram drag term is included. 

'Pn = 
J 

Y -1 
AL 

a 
P co 

( ) 

Ye 

% 

14 

1 I 

wsa#e aAe-mj.vw. . ..(II.lJa) 

In/ 
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In terms of conditions at station f, where the flow is 
assumed to be paraliel to the dire&Ion of the fret stream 
(i.e., $f = 0) thG net Pearson tlmst is 

Yf‘-1 ---- 

. ..(II.l3b) 

A?mmDIX III/ 
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APP!DEIX III 

Some Remarks on Real Jet Engines ana the 
Use of Stations c and f 

In general, the discharge coefficients of engine exhaust 
nozzles are less than unity. The engine manufacturers assume that the 
engine behaves as if the flow leaving the final nozzle converges and 
passes through some area (known as the effective area and denoted by 
Af in the present Report) in which the stresmlines are all parallel to 
the undisturbed stream. This area is calculated. from a knowledge of 
the thrust, mass-flow and exhaust tcmperaturs, measured on a test-bed, 
or better still in an altitude test-cell. For estimating flight 
performance, either the effective area is assumed to be independent of 
altitude, or en assumed variation is used, or the results obtained from 
an altitude test-cell are employed. In the present context this 
variation and the method of obtaining it are imnaterial; it is only 
necessary to allow for the existence of an effective area when 
constructing the expressions for the various thrusts, whether this 
area remains constant or not. 

In the case of a real nozzle from Thich the flow contracts 
and passes through 2n "effective area", the contracting jet (which is 
assumed not to mix with the surrounding flow) can support a pressure 
from the external flow and thus contribute to the total thrust. The 
problem is unaltered. if the boundary of the jet is replaced by R solid 
surface, so that for the purpose of defining the thrust an idealized 
picture of the jet may be used, in which the new exit area, at which 
the flow is parallel to tho frco-stream, is the effective exit area Af. 
As was said earlier, the exit area givon by the engine maker is this 
effective area Af; expressions for the various thrusts in terms of 
conhtions at station f are therefore required. 

The important case of flight measurementsof thrust must now 
be considered. These measurements are made in the jet, near the 
engine outlet, and. a method is required for calculating the thrust from 
them. %v~ it may be readily shown that it is impossible to separate 
the internal thrust from the external drag unless the wake surveys we 
carried out in the plane of the final nozzle (station e ), wd a 
complete picture obtained of the flow at this position. It is 
therefore of great importance to have alternative expressions for tho 
thrust in terms of quantities which can be de'cerm?.;led in the actual 
exit plane. 

One method that can be adopted is to use the results of the 
measurements at station e %o calculate the conditions as station f, 
and this method till be used where a lmowledge of the effective area 
is required. But in the case that is probably of the greatest 
importance, a choked jet exhausting into a region whose pressure is 
equal to the undisturbed pressure, a simpler approach can be used.* 
In the absence of any mixing with the external flow the pressure and 
velocity must be constant along tho bounding streamtube of the Jet, 
the pressure being equal to I&. Between stations e and f', the 

following/ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* The external pressure surrounding a jet exit under static conditions 
is not quite equal to the pressure of tho undisturbed stream. This is 
because the jet induces an external flow aruund the nacelle which 
changes the external local pressure, particularly at tho jet oxit. The 
thrust obtained from engine brochures is ultimately based on test-bed 
mensurements obtained under such conditions, and thus includes any 
post-exit thnd due to s not being equal to P . The importance 
of this effect is not lmown. w 
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following relation holds 

The difference between the two integrals given above 1s equal to the 
resolved coqonent of the force due to the pressure riiffcrence (P - P,) 
acting on the boundary of the jet between the two stations. This 
difference must be zero, since on the boundary streamtube P is equal 
to PM. Thus the thrust, given in this case by the stardad thrust, 
is obtainable from the first integral in the equation entirely in terms 
of quantities in the exit plane, where measurements of static ad total 
pressure, temperature and angle of flow are required. - 

If the external pressure is not equal to the free-stream value, 
the relation given above must be modified. Assuming that the external 
pressure has the constant value Pb between stations c and f, 

J (Pe v”, co&be + pe - pb)dn, = s (pf v; + pf - pb)‘LAf, 
so that the velocity V in the intermediate plane g can be related 
to conditions at statio$ e. 

Thus, for the purposes of the definition and calculation of 
thrust, when conditions s.t station e are known, it is often not 
necessary to calculate the conditions at station f. The choice 
between stations e rind f is mainly one of convenlenoe. In general, 
in the absence of measurements, it is almost impossible to estimate 
conditions at the exit plane, bul' It is relatively easy for the engxne 
manufacturer to estimste the corditions at statxon f. 

In m!~n,y cases, too, the velocity and pressure can be cssumed 
to be uniform across station f when estimating thrust from data 
supplied hy the manuf.acturer, and there is then no need to integrate 
over the jet area. To defille the thrusts in terms of uniform flow at 
station f v?ould be unnecessarily restrictive, hooviever, since the exact 
correspodence between points in stations e and f connected by a 
comfion atrcamtubc would be lost. 

Al?Pmm1x Iv/ 
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APmNDIxIv 

Some Cautionary Remarks Regarding 
Central Bodies and Side Intakes 

All the thrusts (or internal drags) defined in Section 4 are 
based on the rate of change of momentum of the fluid that flow through 
the body between a station at infinity upstream and some downstream 
station. If, therefore, the duoted body has a centralbo8.y protruding 
ahead of or behind. the main body (see Ei.g.3), the drag of the portion 
of the central body protruding ahead of the antry is automatically 
included in the internal thrust or drag, just as are portions entirely 
dthin the min bodgr. The drag of any portion of the central body 
protruding behind the exit is not necessarily included, however; the 
method to be used in allowing for this drag depends on the def5nition 
of thrust that is adopted. 

When the central body protrudes n long way ahead of the entry, 
it is often wre convenient to treat the central body as the mGn body, 
and to treat the ducted part as e 'side intake'. This is particularly 
necessary when the intake does not entirely surround the oentralbcdy. 
In such cases the internal drag of the duct, under both definitions, 
will include the drag of the portions of the main body ahead of the 
entry that are wetted by the fluid that flow through the duct. 
However, it is usual TV include the drag of the portions of the win 
bo&y wetted by the internal flow in the external drag, ana to correct 
for this by reducing the pre-entry drag of the intake by the sme 
amount, to yield, say, a 'modified pro-entry drag'. !Chat such a 
procedure is rational is apparent when the ducted parts of the body 
become so detached from the main body that they can be treated as 
separate nacelles. 

AFFETNDIY v/ 
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AIb?MzDIX v 

Formulae for Internal I)rag 

One of the earliest at 
2 

cmpts to 
ducted body was made by Meredith , but he 
the exit static pressure was equal to the 
this case cllthe definitions coqared in 
one another and to Ikzedith's definition. 

define the internal drag of a 
considered only the case when 
unclisturbccl pressure. In 
Section 5 arc equivalent to 

Cthcr definitions (unpublished, 1936) oovered tnc cast in which 
the exit static pressure vies diff'erer3 from the undisturbed pressure, 
aad were equivalent to cqw.tion (3.1) of this report, but in order to 
apply the definition the velocity V,,l vas related to the exit velocity 
V, and the exit static pressure Fe by the assumption of no trrnsfer 
of momentum or energy in the ~dcc. This method is now commonly called 

:Jones's method, because Jones made the sCam? assumptions in obtaining the 
profile drag of an uducted body from mensurcncnts in the wke5. 
Taylor7 has poxntcd out, however, that the dfcct of turbulent mixing ie 
not alxays negligible, particularly when the exit static pressure is 
appreciably different from the undisturbeii prcssurc. Jones's formula, 
for constant mc~ss flow through the duct, neglecting coripressxbility, is 

. ..@.I) 

After it had beeqobservod thd the definition of internal 
of measurable drng given by equation (3.1) could be expressed in terms 

quantities by the use of vhat vas, in effect, Jones's formula, it vins 
natural that S&z's formula8 should also hnvc been consi&red, for it 
'had been sho>%rn that the two forzulae vere equivalent to the first order 
vhen used to estimate the ?rofilc drag of unductcd. bo&it&. Betz's 
formula, which applies to incompressible flow, is 

. ..(V.2) 

znd on warding the radical in powers of (PC - PA/&p? this becomes * 

By cxp~ad.i.ng the rdical in oqudion (V.l) in powers of (Pe - P,)/&V$ 
the equivalent form of Jones's formula is found to be 
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Thus equat>ons (V.3) snd (V.4) &iffer only in the tem&s of order 
'e - pca 

( ) 

---m-m- 

Pv"e 
and h%gher. 

Betz's formula has the apparent advantage over Jones's that 
it gives a real anwer vhenthe total pressure at exit is less than the 
undisturbed static pressure, for which case Jones's fotia gives a 
complex answer. Betz's formula has, in fact, been introduced into 
internal drag problems (e.g., in Ref.10) in order to cope with this 
'weakness' of Jones's foda, although Squire in 1936 pointed out that 
Betz's fozmdla should not be used when Jones's would give a complex 
answer, Bete's formula was in fact developed for determining the 
profile drag of closed (uducteil) bodies, SnFi has never been extended 
to give a formula for the internal drag of a ducted. bod.y. 

It is reconnended therefore that Jones's formula should be 
used if an assessment of the internal drag of a ducted body is required, 
and that Eetz's formula should not be used for this purpose. 

IiLst/ 
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List of Symbols w&m this Report 

The symbols in this lxst have been used in wrltlry tlvs report, 
but It is not recolinnended that they should all necessardy be adopted for 
general use. 

station area (norrml to the direction of the undisturbed 
stream) 

effective nozzle arc3 quoted by engine manufacturer+ 

iiternal dray accordin& to B&z's formula (see equation (V.2)) 

internal drag according to Jones' fonrmla (see equation (V.1)) 

liZ%ch number, Liven by v/a 

rat0 of rmss-flcm 

static pressure 

local static pressure of the external fluid surroundil~ the 

pressure of the undisturbed stream 

resultant velocity 

ratio of specific heats of fluid 

thrust, given by equation (3.1) 

intrinsic thrust (see equation (3.4)) 

gross Jones thrust 

net Jones thrust 
1 

(see equation (L.3)) 

gross Pearson thrust 

net Pearson thrust 1 
(see equations (4.5~~) and (b)) 

post-exit thrust (see equation (3.5)) 

pre-entry tk-ust (see equation (3.3)) 

gross standard thrust 

1 
(5ee equations (4.1) and (4.2:) 

net standard thmst > 

fluid density 

az@e betiveen local direction of flow and direction of 
undistabed stream (positive when streamtube is 
diverkiy) . 

Suffices/ 
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Suffices 

0 denotes the exit station (see Fig. 1) 

f denotes the station, comesponcling to the "effective area" of 
the jet, where the flov is parallel to the undisturbed stream 
(see Appendix III). 

E denotes the station nt which the static pressure of the 
internal fluid attains the local static pressure of the 
extornd fluid 

i denotes the intake station (see Fig. 1) 

VT denotes c station at infinity doxm.trem, at which the internal 
static pressure is uniform and equal to the static pressure of 
the undisturbed strcm (see Fig. 1) 

w denotas a station at infinity upstream (see Pig. 1). 
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